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Charter Keck Cramer’s semi-annual State of
Market (SOM) Report for the Melbourne
Central City Region (CCR)* for H2-2016 is
now available for subscription.

Purchaser demand, measured by First Time
Sales (FTS) by developers, did slow through
2016 however it is still elevated in an historic
context. Occupier demand, expressed via
the rental market, has performed
significantly better than expected with
average market-wide rents increasing and
reported vacancy rates decreasing.
Charter’s previous SOM’s correctly
suggested that the purchaser market would
modestly decline over 2016 but would
remain elevated at above-average levels in
the short term

Over recent years, many economists and
analysts earmarked 2016 as the year when
the Melbourne CCR apartment market would
face oversupply and see significant impacts
to the resales and rental markets. In fact
many also thought that oversupply would
have happened in 2014 and then in 2015.
Throughout this time Charter has
consistently stated that these comments
were misconceived and did not appreciate
the market’s complexity. Furthermore, many
indicators relied upon to suggest the
existence of oversupply have had no regard
for demand (in the absence of reliable
indictors).

As Charter expected, it has transpired that
the rate of new apartments released over
2016 has slowed, new apartment
commencements have stablised, whilst
apartment completions reached a new
historic high through 2016.

As identified in previous editions of the SOM,
Charter’s proprietary metrics have
highlighted that the fears of an oversupply
did not transpire through 2016.

Charter’s research confirms that the level of
total stock overhang (unsold apartments) in
the CCR is at peak levels. Critically however,
the great majority of this overhang (86%) is
contained in projects that are Marketed and
have not yet commenced construction.

*Absorption rate = No sold apts / total apts (of relevant
status).

Source: Charter Keck Cramer
*CCR = CBD Grid, CBD North, City North, Docklands, Southbank, St Kilda Road and Fishermans Bend.

Commencements, in response to finance
availability and lending restrictions, will also
continue to moderate, whilst completions
will come off the 2016 cyclical peak albeit
remaining elevated.

Full details about the key findings and
observations for the Melbourne CCR
apartment market can be found in Charter’s

It is interesting to note that Charter has
made many similar observations at the
previous market peak when many analysts
also then claimed the market was about to
collapse.
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Over the next 12 months developers will limit
the extent of new releases and projects will
take longer to commence. Purchaser
demand is likely to further moderate given
external factors whilst occupier demand is
likely to remain strong given high population
growth.
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Estimated Proportion of Stock Sold by Development Status - Total CCR (as at December 2016)

Source: Charter Keck Cramer.
*Active = Projects Under Construction and Marketed.
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